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Many powerful methods and tools exist for extracting meaning from scientific publica-
tions, their texts, and their citation links. However, existing proposals often neglect a fun-
damental aspect of learning: that understanding and learning require an active and
constructive exploration of a domain. In this paper, we describe a new method and a tool
that use data mining and interactivity to turn the typical search and retrieve dialogue, in
which the user asks questions and a system gives answers, into a dialogue that also
involves sense-making, in which the user has to become active by constructing a bibliog-
raphy and a domain model of the search term(s). This model starts from an automatically
generated and annotated clustering solution that is iteratively modified by users. The tool
is part of an integrated authoring system covering all phases from search through reading
and sense-making to writing. Two evaluation studies demonstrate the usability of this
interactive and constructive approach, and they show that clusters and groups represent
identifiable sub-topics.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Bibliometric analyses and other information retrieval/data mining (IR/DM) techniques are powerful instruments for
unlocking the contents of scientific publications. Via the Web, these techniques can be made available to everyone, and in-
deed an increasing number of Digital Libraries and search engines offer citation-network analysis functionality. However,
existing proposals often neglect a fundamental aspect of learning: that understanding and learning require an active and con-
structive exploration of a domain.

In this paper, we describe a new method and a tool that use machine intelligence and interactivity to turn the typical
search and retrieve dialogue, in which the user asks questions and a system gives answers, into a dialogue that also involves
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sense-making, in which the user has to become active by constructing a bibliography and a domain model of the search
term(s). We call this activity context creation (for a search and search term).

This tool is part of an integrated authoring system covering all phases from search through reading and sense-making
to writing. The goal of this system is to show scientists what they can gain from (high-quality) citation data, in order to
motivate them, in the same environment, to contribute such high-quality data – again using techniques of IR/DM
(Berendt, Dingel, & Hanser, 2006). The goal is to create a positive-feedback loop in which more and more correct meta-
data are created and used for scholarly progress. To the best of our knowledge, no other comparable tool or service ex-
ists that is modelled on the whole process of scientific writing and that accompanies authors in their standard
environment.

After a survey of related work in Section 2 of this paper, Section 3 describes our system’s architecture and the algorithmic
methods and usage interface of the tool. In Section 4, we summarise two evaluation studies that assess qualitative and quan-
titative quality criteria. Section 5 concludes with an outlook.
2. Motivation and related work

A central goal of our tool is to support an active construction of a search-context and domain structure by the user, based
on pertinent information in the documents. The measurement of such pertinent information has been studied by the disci-
pline of bibliometrics for several decades, and two types of information have emerged as central in these investigations: cita-
tions and texts.

Citation analysis serves to detect the structure and evolution of science: generic vs. specialised authors and topics, ‘‘spe-
cialty narratives”, the changing ‘‘frontiers of science”, and changes in paradigms (see Chen, 2003 for an overview).

Tools to tap this huge potential of citation data are therefore interface elements for repositories like http://
citeseer.ist.psu.edu/ http:/citeseerx.ist.psu.edu www.citebase.org, www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hep, portal.acm.org, scho-
lar. google.com, www.arxiv.org or http://www.thomsonreuters.com/products_services/scientific/Web_of_Science. All repos-
itories offer some form of topical and metadata search. Navigation in the document network is generally based on lists of
documents citing or cited-by the currently-viewed document. Links to similar documents (based on text, co-citation, or bib-
liographic coupling) are offered in some repositories. Recommendations based on such local similarities have been found to
be useful in suggesting new references (McNee et al., 2002).

Various tools show bibliometric measures like number of citations, rankings of the authors or journals of the found pub-
lications, etc., or visualisations of the repositories and their semantics (Chen, 1999; Chen, 2003).

A problem of all these tools is that they do not support the user in constructing a domain model of a researched field. They
highlight certain aspects (like key articles that caused a change in the field’s discourse, cf. Chen, 2006) and focus on the pre-
sentation of an automatically generated model, or they help in navigating but do not support model building. Also, tools that
perform overview analyses on large datasets (Small, 1994; Chen & Carr, 1999; Chen, 2003; Chen, 2006) are generally not
available to the public, or they operate on pre-processed test sets rather than on live Digital Libraries (DLs).

Recently, analysis tools have been developed that are available either for local installation and use with arbitrary datasets
on the client’s computer, or available via the Web tapping a live DL. An example are the ‘‘analytic tools” at www.ist-world.org
working on a publication database (their functionality is based on the textual-similarity plus latent semantic analysis (LSA) in
Fortuna, Grobelnik, & Mladenic, 2005). Search engines like www.clusty.com or www.kartoo.com employ similar text-based
techniques on Web resources. However, the user can neither choose the level of granularity nor interactively label clusters.
OntoGen(http://ontogen.ijs.si Fortuna, Mladenic, & Grobelnik, 2006) does involve the user in the specification of the number
of clusters and labels. It leverages textual similarity and allows the user to build a hierarchy (ontology) of topics by recursively
clustering documents. A well-known precursor of this method was proposed by Cutting, Pedersen, Karger, and Tukey (1992).
Feng, Jeusfeld, and Hoppenbrouwers (2005) envisage future DLs in which knowledge thus learned adds a ‘‘knowledge sub-
space” (which could be queried directly for factual information) to the usual ‘‘document subspace” (which can be queried
for relevant documents). All these tools and visions depend solely on textual similarity and do not exploit the expressiveness
of citation information. Also, they have no or very limited possibilities of improving on the automatically generated clusters
(which do not always make sense).

Textual similarity including LSA has also been employed in bibliometrics (e.g., Janssens, Leta, Glänzel, & De Moor, 2006).
Janssens, Glänzel, and De Moor (2008) gave an overview of studies published since the seminal work of Braam, Moed, and
van Raan (1991), which have shown that hybrid clustering methods that incorporate text and citation information can out-
perform clustering methods that use only one of these components, and they proposed a new hybrid method that outper-
forms both. Another form of hybrid clustering combines text-based document similarities with author similarities; this can
be used for example for expert finding (Tho, Hui, & Fong, 2007). These tools are not available for general use or for accessing
live DLs, and they have no context-creation components.

Interactive sense-making requires tightly interrelated activities of searching and representation forming (such as context
creation), possibly enhanced by other activities like writing. The importance of this holistic view is increasingly being recog-
nised, cf. (Qu & Furnas, 2008; Twidale, Gruzd, & Nichols, 2008). Several reference management tools support sense-making
by allowing users to manually create categories. The system of Zhang, Qu, Giles, and Song (2008) relies on the structure
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found in the ACM subject hierarchy placement of publications. Bier, Good, Popat, and Newberger (2004) describe an interface
for detail-and-context visualizations of such a structure. However, none of these tools leverage machine intelligence.

In sum, many solutions for analysing publications or documents exist, but all of them, when viewed from the perspective
of our goal of active and constructive domain-model building, are only partial solutions. We encourage interactive model
construction and labelling (as in Fortuna et al., 2006), leverage citation and textual information (as in Braam et al., 1991;
Chen, 2006), and build on word profiles for characterising the content of document clusters (as in Braam et al., 1991; Chen,
2006; Fortuna et al., 2006; Janssens et al., 2008). In addition, we extend these functionalities by helps for personal produc-
tivity (storage) and sharing with others. Finally, we offer access to a live Digital Library (like the citation-analysis options in
CiteSeer, Citebase, Google Scholar etc., or like the text-analysis and co-authorship analyses deployed at www.ist-world.org),
but in contrast to all existing approaches, we realize this in an architecture based on Web services that is thereby modular,
configurable and easily extensible.

3. The context creation tool

3.1. Functionality and user interface

The context creation tool has two front-ends in order to help users group documents in their preferred working environ-
ment: Web browser and MS Word. The first is familiar to and preferred by all users especially for searching, retrieving, and
discussing with others, and popular also for PDF reading with standard browser plugins. The second is a highly popular writ-
ing environment for many users.

In the context creation tool, the first user input is a search term. Outputs are generated in three stages: First, a biblio-
graphic database is searched, and the matching items are returned (search & retrieval). Second, they can be clustered. Clus-
tering has a default mode for non-expert users and configurable options for expert use. The user is encouraged to label and
describe the groups, and to modify the automatically-derived grouping to both reflect and develop her perception of the sci-
entific domain in terms of a topic structure (sense-making). To help labelling, the top 10 TF.IDF keywords of the cluster are
presented below the cluster name. The user can request a re-computation of the keywords after she has changed cluster con-
tents by deletions or insertions.

Fig. 1 shows an example screenshot. In a search for literature on ‘‘RFID”, the user has already labelled the first group (as
‘‘Security/privacy”), but the second still holds its default name (‘‘Group 2”). Hyperlinks enable the user to directly retrieve the
full text of a document. Based on pilot tests, a familiar ‘search-engine interface’ was provided, but enhanced by non-standard
functionality: specifying the number of desired results, extending a search result by more and/or different-search-term re-
sults, and deleting and moving result documents between different clusters.

Third, the user can save and reload results, include them in personal documents, and make them available to others (dis-
cussion), via the Web in a format amenable for further processing (XML+CSS), see Fig. 2 for an example.

The tool is deployed at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/~berendt/CiteseerCluster.
Fig. 1. Context creation: grouping and annotation.
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3.2. Data processing and data sources

The user interfaces interact with a a back-end layer operating on a server (via Web server for the browser front-end and
via Web services for the MS Word front-end). This layer accesses local data, search-engine Web services, and a remote repos-
itory as the main source of information on scientific literature. We use the CiteSeer repository because of its broad coverage1

and rich structure, and also because it offers an OAI interface.2

Processing has five stages:

(1) The search term is transformed into a request to the Yahoo! Search Web service (http://developer.yahoo.com/search),
with a restriction of results to those from the CiteSeer Web site.3 A wrapper extracts the CiteSeer IDs from the returned
URLs. The output of this step is a set of document IDs D0 that are relevant to the search term, with the number of retrieved
documents, r0 ¼ jD0j, governed by the user’s input.

(2) For each document d in the result set, two lists of IDs are compiled: all documents that cite d, and all documents that
are cited by d. This information is created from the citation matrix given by a local partial copy of the CiteSeer data-
base. This local copy may not contain the most recent entries of the repository; thus steps (2)ff. in fact operate on
D # D0 with r 6 r0 elements.4

(3) For each document d 2 D, bibliographic metadata for result presentation (author, title, etc.) are retrieved from the local
database.

(4) A similarity matrix for D is constructed.

Various sources of similarity are considered: co-citation, bibliographic coupling, and text-based similarities. Citation mea-
sures are derived from the citation matrix; text measures are derived from the abstract (a traditional choice, see e.g. Braam
et al., 1991; Janssens et al., 2008). Text-based similarity is either based on words alone (optionally weighted by TF.IDF) or on
LSA.
1 CiteSeer focusses on computer science literature; corresponding sources for different academic fields should be investigated in the future.
2 OAI is the Open Archives Initiative (www.openarchives.org), which has developed the OAI Metadata Schema and the OAI Metadata Harvesting Protocol for

harvesting metadata about resources residing in separate repositories. A repository with an OAI interface allows programs to query and access the repository’s
metadata according to this protocol.

3 This was preferred to search via CiteSeer (done in a previous version, see Berendt et al., 2006) because the amount of HTML parsing can be reduced
(CiteSeer offers no Web service or OAI interface for searching); search was found to be more stable and result lists more comprehensive. Also, this detour
leverages Yahoo!’s ranking to select a good initial result set.

4 The earlier system version obtained citation relations from CiteSeer via the OAI interface (tag <oai_CiteSeer:relation type="References">). While
this guarantees up-to-date information, it proved to be too slow and was therefore discontinued. The same holds for the subsequent step (3).
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The default is bibliographic coupling, which, like co-citation, is a classic type of document linkage extensively researched
in bibliometrics. Co-citation has been found to be an excellent indicator of document similarity and also of global changes in
an academic field (Small, 1973; Chen, 2003). Co-citation is limited by its focus on ‘‘pivotal documents” that have existed for
long enough to be cited by many sources. Bibliographic coupling (Kessler, 1963) can help to group especially new documents
faster: A new publication will associate itself to an existing cluster of similar documents by referring to the same sources.
Both methods aggregate independent opinions about which documents are related, thus taking advantage of the robustness
of ‘collective intelligence’.

The user can choose between different similarity measures. For each choice of similarity source, the Jaccard coefficient, the
Dice coefficient, or the cosine similarity can be used (see for example Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005 for definitions). To com-
bine bibliographic coupling and co-citation information, the user can choose the Amsler measure (Bichteler & Eaton, 1980).
To combine citation and text information, the user can specify a weighting factor for a linear combination between the two
similarity matrices.5

As default, we use the Jaccard coefficient. The Jaccard coefficient is a popular, proven, and scalable method of mea-
suring similarity between Web documents (Haveliwala, Gionis, Klein, & Indyk, 2002), and it has been used in co-citation
(Small & Greenlee, 1980) as well as bibliographic-coupling (Bani-Ahmad, Cakmak, Özsoyoglu, & Al-Hamdani, 2005)
analyses.

The resulting similarity values are then derived from the combination of similarity source and measure. For example, the
bibliographic coupling similarity between documents d1; d2 with the Jaccard coefficient is defined as
5 The
the mat

Please
citatio
simbcðd1; d2Þ ¼
jdoc:s cited by d1 and by d2j

jdoc:s cited by d1 [ doc:s cited by d2j
:

Only documents that can contribute to the numerator are considered, operationalized as documents that appeared in the
minimum of the publication years of d1 and d2 or earlier (analogously for co-citation).

D may contain ‘isolated documents’ (Small & Griffith, 1974) that are not co-cited with anything, or that do not co-cite
with anything. This can be detected by all-zero columns or rows in the citation matrix; both the row and column are deleted
such that a c � c similarity matrix, with c 6 r, remains.

(5) The non-isolated documents from D are clustered using the toolkit CLUTO (http://www.cs.umn.edu/~karypis/cluto).
Different clustering methods can be chosen. Their selection was the result of prior experiments with the methods imple-

mented in CLUTO. The user of our system can choose between hierarchical agglomerative clustering with complete link or
UPGMA, ‘‘direct clustering” (a method similar to k-means, with a global optimality criterion), and RPR (repeated bisections
with a global optimality criterion). The default is RPR.

The number of clusters can be determined by the user. In this case, its value is set to minðn; c � 1Þ, with n the number of
clusters specified by the user. The minimum c � 1 guarantees that there is at least one two-element cluster. Alternatively, an
optimal number of clusters is determined by the highest Silhouette value in the interval between 2% and 15% of the number
of documents (cf. Tan et al., 2005; Janssens et al., 2008).

Tests showed that the clustering computation step, even if repeated, is very fast (the computation of the similarity matrix
requires most time in the processing of most search queries).

If present, two additional groups are shown: isolated documents and documents whose citation links could not be ana-
lyzed because they are not in the local database. This is done to avoid arbitrary assignments while respecting that citation-
based clusters do not represent the entire relevant literature that covers a topic (Braam et al., 1991).

An example. To illustrate this process, we present the following fictitious and necessarily small example of the stages
described above: The repository contains documents d1; . . . ; d7. The user specifies a query and requests seven documents.
The search engine identifies documents D ¼ fd1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d7g as relevant to the query. Thus, r0 ¼ 6 (the result would
be the same for any user-specified number P6). Since the very recent d7 is not in the local database, r ¼ 5. The local
database contains (only) the following citation relations (first document cites second document):
ðd1; d5Þ; ðd1; d6Þ; ðd2; d1Þ; ðd3; d1Þ; ðd4; d3Þ; ðd5; d2Þ; ðd5; d3Þ. (3) Bibliographic metadata for documents in D are retrieved. (4)
To keep the example simple, we consider the exclusive use of the Jaccard coefficient for bibliographic coupling as the
similarity measure. We also assume that both d2 and d3 have been published after d1, and both d4 and d5 have been
published after both d3 and d2. The data yield: simbcðd2; d3Þ ¼ 1, simbcðd4; d5Þ ¼ 1

2, and simbcðdi; djÞ ¼ 0 for all other pairs
from D. d1 does not co-cite with anything and is therefore the only element in the set of isolated documents. In
sum, this produces c ¼ 4 and a 4*4 similarity matrix. (5) The user chooses hierarchical agglomerative clustering
and desires to see seven clusters. The system then forms minð7; c � 1Þ ¼ minð7;3Þ ¼ 3 clusters. The clustering solution
is ffd2; d3g; fd4g; fd5gg plus the isolated-documents group fd1g and the not-in-local-database group fd7g. (The result
would be the same for any user-specified number of clusters n P 3, and the further settings of the clustering
algorithm do not affect the result.) n ¼ 2 or a system-optimised cluster number would assemble d4 and d5 into one
cluster.
latter was used in (Janssens et al., 2008); it gave better results than the use of only citation or text information, but worse results than a combination of
rices based on Fisher’s inverse chi-square. For our system and data, these combinations are still under investigation.
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4. Evaluation

We evaluated the tool with a combination of data-mining and usability quality measures. The purpose was not to eval-
uate the clustering of scientific literature per se; this has been done for instance in (Braam et al., 1991; Chen, 2006; Vladutz &
Cook, 1984; Bani-Ahmad et al., 2005). Rather, our focus was the usefulness of the clustering and interaction for end users.

4.1. Cluster quality

Concept and measures Context creation is a knowledge-discovery task: designed to find ‘‘valid, novel, potentially useful,
and ultimately understandable patterns” in data (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, Smyth, & Uthurusamy, 1996). Here, the patterns
are document groups.

Validity would ideally be assessed by traditional measures of cluster validity; specifically external or relative measures
(Halkidi, Batistakis, & Vazirgiannis, 2002a; Halkidi, Batistakis, & Vazirgiannis, 2002b). External measures compare a cluster-
ing solution with a pre-defined, ‘‘ground-truth” classification. Relative measures compare different clustering solutions (for
example, with different numbers of clusters) by indexes that combine the goals of maximizing intra-cluster similarities and
minimizing inter-cluster similarities.

A ground truth does not exist, in general, for scientific literature, and it cannot exist, a forteriori, for document sets defined
by arbitrary search terms. An application of relative measures for sample datasets produced, due to the sparsity of the sim-
ilarity matrices, ‘‘optimal” results with a large number of very small (1- or 2-element) clusters. However, pilot-study results
showed us that it may be more useful to have some user-desired number of clusters in order to keep a survey view of a topic,
because different information needs may make a coarser or more fine-grained clustering desirable (see Tuzhilin, 2002 for the
general necessity of subjective measures of usefulness).

In bibliometrics-based work, the usual procedure for judging cluster validity and usefulness is to ask experts. The ques-
tions asked are akin to external and relative measures, but they are necessarily posed qualitatively and elicit answers that
involve subjective assessments. Examples are ‘‘Do clusters represent specific research topics?” and ‘‘Do these topics differ
reasonably well among each other?” (Braam et al., 1991), ‘‘What was the major impact or implication of [this] article on sub-
sequent research?” and ‘‘Could you explain the possible nature of such connections?” (Chen, 2006), the ‘‘relatedness” be-
tween bibliographically coupled documents (Vladutz & Cook, 1984), or the ‘‘relevance” of clusters as new concepts for an
ontology (Spiliopoulou, Schaal, Müller, & Brunzel, 2006).

Based on these proposals, we define and obtain the measure cluster integrity for a given clustering solution: We first ask
experts to label a cluster to describe a research topic. We then ask them to judge, for each element in a cluster, whether it fits
that topic or not. The latter serves as a proxy for intra-cluster similarity maximization. Finally, the percentage of fits is aver-
aged over all clusters. In addition, we ask the expert whether and which clusters overlap strongly in content. We divide the
number of overlapping clusters by the total number of clusters to obtain the measure of cluster impurity.6

4.1.1. Method
We asked two domain experts to determine cluster quality.7 Given the size of the DL and of the set of possible search terms,

any choice of search terms for such an evaluation must necessarily be exemplary. We therefore chose 10 search terms that we
considered broad and semantically ambiguous enough to produce distinct subtopics (see Table 1).

To find an approximation of a ‘‘useful” clustering solution, we considered cognitive capacity: It is well-known that the
number of information ‘‘chunks” that people can handle simultaneously is limited (see the classic article by Miller (1956)
and the literature following it). To use an empirically motivated value, we formed the average of the numbers of document
groups that our test users settled on in their final organisation of results (see Section 4.2). The rounded average number of
clusters was seven, which is also in line with Miller’s (1956) results.

All clusters were formed from a result set large enough to produce at least 30 non-isolated documents (‘‘RFID”: 25, the
maximum result set in CiteSeer). Total result set sizes ranged from 55 to 108, which were, by the Yahoo! ranking, also the
most relevant results. The tool’s default settings (including bibliographic coupling) were used.

4.1.2. Results and discussion
Results are shown in Table 1. From the given titles for the different clusters, one can see that topics range from very gen-

eral collections to specialized topics. The results also illustrate commonalities and differences between raters. First, the
quantitative measures, shown at the top of the table, of cluster integrity and impurity were similar, but not identical. An
6 These measures and procedure pose some challenges. In particular, it could be argued that if the expert names the cluster and evaluates the fit of its
elements, the clustering and the labelling are evaluated simultaneously. However, such dependencies between different parts of an expert’s evaluation are
probably unavoidable, as an investigation of the questions asked for example by (Braam et al., 1991; Chen, 2006) shows.

7 Two experts were chosen in accordance with the literature as a trade-off between the need to validate results and the high costs of obtaining expert
opinions; cf. the two-expert settings used in (Chen, 2006; Lu, Janssen, Milios, Japkowicz, & Zhang, 2007) or even in the highly professionally organised TDT
evaluation on topics in news (Cieri et al., 2002). Zeng, He, Chen, Ma, and Ma (2004) used three experts, but they investigated sub-topics of general Web queries,
which are easier to judge than scientific sub-topics. Other studies used only one expert and/or unspecified ways of obtaining expert judgments (Braam et al.,
1991; Spiliopoulou et al., 2006; Janssens et al., 2008).
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Table 1
Experts E1’s and E2’s assessments of the seven system-generated clusters for different search terms. E2’s assessments are given in italics and parentheses. Top:
Cluster sizes and quantitative quality measures for 10 search terms. Bottom: Cluster labels for the first 4 search terms.

Search Term Cluster sizes Cluster integrity Cluster impurity

Web mining 6;5;4;5;5;5;5 .80 (.83) .29 (.57)
Information retrieval 3;8;4;5;5;3;4 .50 (.57) 0 (0)
RFID 2;3;3;4;5;4;5 .81 (.86) .29 (.43)
Semantic Web 4;6;5;5;5;5;5 .61 (.73) .29 (0)
Cluster 6;4;5;3;5;5;4 .46 (.62) .29 (.29)
Data mining 4;3;7;5;5;6;6 .59 (.62) .29 (0)
Grammar 3;2;8;3;5;5;4 .81 (.79) 0 (0)
Kernel 5;7;6;5;5;7;6 .83 (.85) .29 (.43)
Machine learning 5;5;6;5;5;7;6 .57 (.56) 0 (.29)
Network 4;5;5;4;5;6;5 .60 (.61) .29 (.29)

Web mining
Personalization by usage mining; Web log mining, pattern discovery; modelling user behaviour by Web usage mining; Tools und data preparation;
Semantic Web; usage patterns, structure mining; structure analysis (Personalization, clustering, usage mining; Web usage mining, logs; clustering, user
behaviour mining; pattern discovery; Semantic WM; navigation patterns,Web log mining; Web usage mining).
Information retrieval
User interface; text & linguistic processing; distributed scalable architecture; basics, Web IR; private IR; text classification; NLP (User interfaces; linguistics,

information extraction; distributed IR, IR models; Web IR; Information theory; multimedia IR; NLP).
RFID
Cryptography; RFID in museum applications; exploring and mapping; crypto-graphy; cryptography, authentication; object identification; mobile usage

(Cryptoanalysis; RFID applications; mapping and localization; security and privacy; privacy; ubiquitous computing; RFID and the WWW).
Semantic Web
SW services; search services; applying semantic services, DAML; tags, generating metadata; Web services; usage mining; portal server, migrating to SW

(Web services; views, RVL; SW applications; SW tools; Web publishing, portals; SW mining; ontologies).
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analogous observation can be made about the qualitative cluster labels shown at the bottom of the table (for reasons of
space, they are only listed for the first four search terms). The labels show that cluster content was generally perceived in
the same way; but that different raters often focused on different aspects (e.g., application area vs. method in the first cluster
of the first search term). The existence of such differences makes it difficult if not impossible to establish a ‘‘gold standard”,
and it points to the paramount importance of treating the machine-generated clusters as a startpoint for users’ individual
and interactive (re-)grouping of documents.

4.1.3. Limitations and future work
The obtained clustering results are useful, but not perfect; clusters arose whose elements could belong to other clusters

too, and some topics were broken into several clusters. One possible reason for these suboptimal results is the sparsity of the
citation matrix. 8 The situation may be improved by integrating further metadata: the cited documents that CiteSeer catalogues
as ‘‘not in database”, and sources such as DBLP, ACM and Google Scholar. In future work, we also intend to study systematic
variations of the parameters (similarity category, similarity measure, clustering procedure, clustering criterion) that might deal
with this type of data better.

Larger sets of raters and clusters will be necessary to further investigate cluster quality and usefulness and inter-rater
agreement, as well as possible specific fits between user groups and methods (Spiliopoulou et al., 2006) or fields and
methods.

4.2. Usability and cognitive support

4.2.1. Method
15 graduate students with some experience in online literature search worked with the Web-based version of the tool

and answered questionnaires. 9 The questionnaire contained 21 statements to be assessed on a five-point Likert Scale (ranging
from ‘‘Strongly agree” to ‘‘Strongly disagree”), measuring the standard dimensions of usability (Lewis, 1995; Lund, 2001): effi-
ciency, ease of learning, control, usefulness, and satisfaction. In addition, it contained 19 questions on which functionalities
were and which additional ones would be considered most helpful.

We let one third of the participants (for technical reasons: 4) use a reduced tool version (‘‘control condition”). This had the
same interface as the full version, but did not allow participants to cluster, group, or obtain keywords. The remaining 11 used
the full tool with its default settings (‘‘experimental condition”). (This design reflects the observation by Nielsen & Molich
(1990) that 3–5 users generally suffice for a heuristic and formative evaluation.)
8 Our local database contains 716,772 documents (out of CiteSeer’s 767,558, which have been fixed as of 2008) and an average of only 2.44 citations per
document. Similar sparsity can be observed in other citation datasets such as the INEX 2003 collection, see http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de:2003. More
recent documents and/or citation extraction algorithms appear to reduce sparsity slightly (April 2009 figure for CiteSeerX: 19.23).

9 Materials and details are available at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/~berendt/Bibliography/.
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Table 2
Indicators of grouping and mind-map use, quality, and relatedness in tasks 1 and 3: total numbers (averages and, in parentheses, standard deviations) and
proportions.

Measure Task 1 Task 2

# Groups 5.00 (3.38) 6.30 (2.24)

Hierarchical structure:
# Concepts/ # top-level concepts 2.63 (1.24) 2.47 (1.83)
# Concepts/ # groups 2.90 (1.83) 1.40 (0.84)

Proportion of participants who . . .

Formed groups with high cluster quality .27 .89
Formed meaningful mind maps .73 1
Used keywords/labels from the groups .64 .89

Named All or Some of their clusters A:.27 + S:.09 A:.22 + S:.11
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Students in both groups were first given a task in which grouping was not mentioned and then a task in which grouping
was encouraged (literature search for a course essay or publication without/with the instruction to present aspects and sub-
areas of the search term). For about 1.5-2 hours, participants worked on two search terms from the list in Table 1 above.
Instructions were given to structure the searches and make them comparable. After the completion of each task, participants
were asked to write down a mind map or list (in the following: ‘‘mind map”) summarizing their results. Participants were
then asked to fill out the questionnaire.

Due to the small size of the participants groups, only a descriptive statistical analysis of the quantitative results was con-
ducted. An expert judged the quality of the groupings and mind maps.

4.2.2. Results and discussion: Usability
Participants of the experimental group largely agreed that the tool was usable (median rating of all items of a usability

dimension, reversing ratings of negatively-phrased items; averaged over all items of a usability dimension): satisfaction
(2.5), usefulness (2.33), ease of learning (2.17), control (3.5), and efficiency (2.67).10 In particular, most participants found
the grouping options ‘‘helpful for getting to know new topic areas” (82%) and said they would ‘‘prefer this program to [their]
previous way of searching” (55%). They also appreciated the other non-standard search functionalities (deleting from the result
set, saving results for further processing, . . .). Control group opinions indicated that it was not the new tool per se, but specif-
ically the grouping functionality that led to the good ratings. For example, no-one preferred the reduced tool over their previous
way of searching, and 50% said that grouping would be a helpful new feature.

4.2.3. Results and discussion: Groupings
All participants in the experimental condition used the clustering tool and the opportunities to delete and re-group doc-

uments extensively, even in task 1 that contained no specific reason to do so. They often re-clustered several times. All par-
ticipants in both conditions produced (usually hierarchical) mind maps of the search term topics.

Table 2 shows results on document-group and mindmap-concept numbers and quality. Reported proportions are relative
to the number of participants who produced groups and mind maps in the respective task (11 in task 1, 9 in task 2). The
results indicate that grouping was used more extensively in task 2 than in task 1 and that the degree of hierarchical struc-
turing increased, both within the mind maps’ concepts and between mind-map concepts and cluster-led groups. Also, the
quality of both groupings and mind maps increased, and keywords and labels from the cluster-led solution were re-used
more extensively for the mind maps in the second task. The re-use of keywords and labels was observed to be meaningful,
especially in the second task, and the participants with good groupings also created meaningful mind maps. The changes
between the tasks are evidence of learning, including a transition to using and developing the groupings as a first step to-
wards a high-level domain model.

4.2.4. Limitations and future work
These results cannot establish whether people obtained better conceptual structures of the domain of their search term

than they would have done without the automatic grouping. An inspection of the mind maps showed that the used method
had left many degrees of freedom and introduced noise. In order to test the strong claim of tool usefulness, one would need
to confront all participants with a topic about which they know little, subject them to pre- and post-tests of knowledge, and
allow for significantly more time for in-depth topic researching.

5. Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we have proposed a general system architecture and a concrete tool as part of such a system for supporting
scientific authors in their use of, and contribution to, Web-based science. The tool focuses on the ‘‘reading” phases of authoring
10 The latter problems were alleviated by improvements to the interface and by changing to a different output technology.
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(search/retrieval and sense-making), encouraging authors to actively construct and re-construct literature lists and domain
models, and to engage in discussion. Using Yahoo! and CiteSeer, the tool offers a grouping of literature using bibliographic-cou-
pling, co-citation and textual similarity which can be changed, tagged and re-used by the tool’s users.

Evaluation studies showed that the interactive and constructive nature was welcomed and seen as a chance to learn more
about metadata, citations, and the ‘‘web of science”. We argued that the judgment of clusters and document groups con-
structed from them must involve subjective criteria, and showed that clusters and groups represent identifiable sub-topics.

In future work, we plan to professionalize the system and develop a workflow for keeping the system and its use of other
resources up to date. For example, the tool is being updated to work with CiteSeerX (http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu), which
went online after the bulk of the work described here was done. CiteSeerX is currently (April 2009) in beta stage, and the
major search engines index some combinations of CiteSeer and CiteSeerX. The functionalities relevant for our system have
not changed, so a migration is rather straightforward.

In addition, we aim to extend functionality, in particular discussion. Currently, we only encourage the user to assign some
label to a group of literature. This labelling is a form of ‘‘Web2.0” tagging. We plan to combine such tagging and a more tra-
ditional form that could be termed ‘‘referential tagging”: the texts around citations or on citations (anchor texts), cf. Brad-
shaw (2003). The combination of personal sense-making, referential tagging, and Web2.0 tagging promises to lead to the
next generation of intelligent authoring tools.
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